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liplendid series-as representative of his general mode of � � �f� � t IS THERE A LAW OF INVENTIONl 

working; and, in fact; he himself states that there are ob- � tl �ntl It mttlt an Whether we are to conclude with Buckle that there are 
jections to it in its present form, to eliminate which he 69' �. � laws governing human action which exist unknown and 
points out the way: but, nevertheless, the apparatus may ESTABLISHED 1845. which only future and wiser generations will discover; or 
stand as a model of ingenious contrivance, showing how whether we adopt the theory of epidemic thought and as-
fertile is the mind of tbe investigator in devising means, MUNN & CO" Editors and Proprietors, sume that there is a bond of unconscious ideation forming 
and how thore-ugh and refined these last, when placed in some subtle link between minds pnrsuing like objects, the 
tangible form, PUBLISHED WEEKLY AT fact remains that no one can study the progress of invention 

The o�ject of the apparatus,as already noted,is to obtain NO. 37 PARK ROW, NEW YORK. without becoming impressed with a definite notion that 
the co-efficient of expansion of metals and alloys, By co- there is some extraneous cause which impels inventors to 
efficient is meant a factor, which serves as a multiplier; and 0, D, MUNN. A. E. BEACH. reach similar conclusions and make like discoveries at about 
the co-efficient of expansion of any metal is that fraction of the same time. Of course this cause must be dependent 
its lengtb which the metal elongates or shortens by the ad- TERMS FOR THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. upon antecedents, and these last are the steps which go to 
dition or subtraction of one degree of temperature. This One cOPY. one year. postage Included .................................. 53 20 make up scientific progress, with which all may by study 
f f f th 1 . 
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pansion of 
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any given length of the metal, we multiply the same proportionate rate. Postage prepaid. tion however is whether there even can be proved to exist a 

given length by the co-efficient. The Scientific American Supplement I law which taking into account certain circumstances will ena-
In order to measure the minute differences in length of the I �s � distinct paper from the SCIENTIFI?AMERICAN. THE Sl!PPLEMENT I ble us to recognize conditions when the production of a cer

bars Professor Mayer desired to use Saxton's comparator : IS Issued weekly; every number contams 16 octavo pages. WIth handsome tain new and original conception is predicable. ' .  . . ' 'cover, uniform in size with SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. Terms of subscription 
on account of varlOUS advantages which that devlCe offered. for SUPPLEMENT. $5.00 a year. postage paid. to subscribers. Single copies Analogies in tbis regard are by no means wanting. In 
A complete description of that instrument, as well as a 10 cents. Sold by all news dealers throughout the country. the case of artificial selection, horticulturists, agriculturists 
very interesting biographical sketch of its inventor, Mr. Jo- Combined Rates. -The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and SUPPLEMENT and stock breeders the world over are constantly engaged will be sent for one year, postage free, on receipt of seven dollars. Both 
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will suffice here to say that it consists essentially of a mir- or SubSCriptions received and single copies of either paper sold by all new results which it is hoped may be superior to any 
ror, which reflects a beam of light over double the angle the news agents. ' hitherto obtained. The constant study of mankind has 
through which the mirror is revolved, and this beam acts as Publishers' Notice to Mail �ubscribers. been to discover those circumstances under which tbe human 
an index by being caused to sweep over a graduated scale, Mail subscribers will observe on the printed address of each paper the race enjoys the highzst point of mental and physical culture; 
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arrangement. their subscriptions eXPire. ' attainable conditions, who in all his attributes, certainly phy-
We can do no more here than present a very brief account New subscriptions will be entered from the time the order is received; sical and probably mental would be It far superior being to llUt the back numbers of either the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN or the SCIEN- ' , . . 

of how Professor Mayer solved the problem 'we have stated, TIFIC AM10RICAN SUPPLEMENT will be sent from January when desired. modern men. There are many mstances whICh can be CIted 
as our readers will find all the details in No. XII of Pro- In this case. the subscription will date from the commelIcement of the showing that occurrences seemingly of the most fortuitous 
fessor Mayer's SUPPLEMENT series, which will shortly be volume. and the latter will be complete for preservation or bindillj(. character are subject to definite fixed laws. Tbe number of 
published. The bar, whose co-efficient of expansion is to suicides, of murders, of marriages, of letters posted un-
be determined. is supported on standards in a brass tube, VOL. XXXVII., No. 23. [NEW SERIES.] Thirty-second Year. stamped, and so on through almost every imaginable event 
which is made about t inch shorter than the bar. Against in a large community, is nearly invariable; thcgreat busi-
the ends of the bar are placed rubber washers, which are NEW YORK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1877, ness of life insurance rests upon tbe law of probabilities, and 
perforated so as to allow the ends of an abutting screw and finds its stability in the hypothesis that out of a given num-
a rod connecting with the moving mirror of the comparator Contents. ber of policy holders the ratio of deaths may be definitely 
to come in contact with the ends of the bar. Arrangements (TIlustrated articles are marked witb an asterisk.) forecast. The entire onward march of scientific investiga-
are provided which hold the washers perfectly water and 1:���\�s������·:.:·:::::::.:::: �,j�;��t��I�e�:ii:::::.:::.::::::: � tion is toward the formulation of these laws, The highest 
steam tight against tbe ends, while tbe bar is perfectly free t���g:f��·note8·::::::::::::: : �rul �";.�����r�r'ii's���rp�r?,.i*::::::::: � effort of original investigation is the grand general deduc-
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bar, and the tube adjusted in the balances. The head of the Leverrier and Adams is a most striking example of an 
abutting screw is adjusted to a known reading, and the end TABLE OF CONTENTS OF instance where two investigators each reached his aim in a 
of the bar is pulled against said screw. The tube, T T', is 
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manner original with each yet common to both. 

then made level. The mirror rod, r r', Fig. 1, attached to the The recently invented phonograph is proving no exception 
mirror, M, is next allowed to abut against the bar, when the No. 101, to the general rule. A preliminary notice in these columns 
reading of the index beam on the scale is at once noted. For the Week endin� December 8,18'2''2'. of the Marey and Rusapelly phonograph lately devised 
This is r.epeated three times. The tube is now removed I. ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS.-On the Action of Screw Propel' in France elicited the announcement of Mr. Edison's re-
from its V's, and hot water poured in until all the ice is �'iS
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1 engraving.-Labor-savmg Machinery In Massachusetts.-The Trans' mar a e mven lOn. wo Inven ors . ave wn en us, .smce 
melted. Steam at known temperature is then passed through port of Monoliths. the publication of the latter device to the effect that they 
the tube for thirty minutes, and the same 'Operation for II. LESSONS IN MECHA NlC A L DRA WING.-By Prof. C. W. MAOCORD_ also have invented phonographs of substantially similar conSecond Series. No. XV. The Screw Propeller continued. 6 engs.-
measuring above described is repeated. ���\'i. D��v� ��:n��. ���nfr��t�;J''1f:e':'t��f:ll'!i;g��i,0�':: struction, which antedate (they say) Mr. Edison's device by 

Subtracting tbe scale reading obtained from the bar when it The Weimer Antliracit9 Blast Furnace, with 5 figures.-!mproved �0P' a considerable period. It will be interesting to watch the per Lining for Furnaces, ' 
was in the comparator surrounded by melting ice, from the TIl. TECHNOT,OGY.-Pipes for Gas and other Pnrposes. With 10 engrav. progress of the phonograph if only to note how many othet 
scale reading obtained when the bar was envel'Oped with in�.�N�ri" .iraWf��iln�r Z�;Gfi�Rcurrents. etc. 5 engs. Lanturelus inventors have been simultaneously engaged in its investi· 
steam, we have for remainder·tbe amount of scale deflection E�� ��r�ri'��l�s �&'7l1�'ll������.Westrup's Purifier; Cabanes Puri- gation or have independently discovered it in various forms. 
produced by the bar in expanding from the length it has at Dif�g�'<l. Es:;'\?n�lo��(frkbw��l!a'.:t�.and Trinidad Timber. Mahogany, Statistics based on data of this kind and kept over a reasona-
0° C. to that which it assumes at the temperature of the DeSign for Harp. by Prof. W. WOLLANEK, Vienna. 1 engraving. ble period would probably lead to some remarkable conclu-
steam. This scale length, converted into linear motion of IV.B�,Ii�:r.:s:J�;)rAl.�tN,W.A�,�����rJ�f.il.�reLa�a:�!nW�t�::'PI�yGl'� sions relative to the conditions of invention, and possibly, as 
the mirror rod, gives the actual expansion of the bar in !,���r:;';;;bi�o�'t�;e Gl��r'�lO[��:iij';,g�rii��il���s�; �i':m����3 we have intimated, to the discernment of some general 
fractions of an inch or of a millimeter. :t&�����If�r:rio���:?t:i��do�e���lh�nWybJ.���o��ii:_��LM� laws

. _ � I' .. • 1'1 • of Mineral Oils. By D. MENDELEJEFF.-Gas Apparatus for Quantl�e 
A Porcelain Fiddle. E��:J'lfo'i, ���!yg�iJri �����Wo1:LJi!o;!�mn�Ci�� �:tt�dM�J� UNITED STATES COINAGE AND THE GREAT PYRAMID. 

Venice is considerably excited at present over a very un-
FAIT. 

. Some one who fails to see wherein the benefit of import-
f fiddl V. AGRICULTURE. HORTICULTURE. ET"J.-The Rothamsted Agricnl- . E . t . 11 usual sort 0 a e, the only one of its kind, probably, ever tural Experimental Station. England. Rainfall. Amount of Water ing obelIsks from gypt eXls s sarcastlca y proposed not 

ad Th f t f th' 1 ' Transpired. Assimilation of Nitrogen. Experiments on Animals. etc. Y 1 it h ld t . h th ld m e. e manu ac urer 0 IS porce am fiddle was fOrnI- Dilferential Drain Gau,g'es. 5 engs.-Tbe Cranberry as a Pot Plant.- long ago that ankee ngenu y s ou as oms e wor 
1 k 

. S 1 . 
uf A Cranberry Culture. By A. K. GILE.-Velocity of Sap.-Cultivating , fl '  . b l' k b t 'd th Atl er y a wor man m a axon porce am man actory. fter Orchards.-Laylng down Grapes.-EarlyPeaches.-8nyder Blackberry. : by oatmg, not an 0 e IS u a pyram1 across e an-

his return, old and feeble, to his old home, he attempted to =��}�Jn�n'i':fd'wf:.f.�T��e���:;,�I�°We'!'l�c�'i,'ir',.; i:¥o���:.�I���� I tic, and erecting the structure in some city park. The sa-
carry out a long cherished project for makil;J.g a fiddle, the . r.��:t�f If�f::_'k'!,�c�\��toFfa cit��"a,:k�til.:P1'J;,!��n-if�it���fu:le tirical proponent might have strengthened his scheme if he 
box of which sbould be of china. With the aid of a boy, it I Exhibit at French Exhibition. i had added that while this nation has no bond of connection 
is stated, he has in fact succeeded in producing a fiddle of VI.!ti��::- E1ISTORY, GEOLOGY. ETC.-'l'he Wonderful Fossil Beds I with obelisks, it actually has something in common with tbe 
this kind, which has a tone of rare purity and astonisbing VII. MEDICINE AND HYGIENE.-Lectures on Paralysis and Convulsions I Great Pyramid-and tbat we have a direct national interest in . h b'  d 'th h . h d xt d' lIS E1I'ects of Orflanlc Diseases of the Brain. Delivered at Bellevue . ' t ' 1 . t nc ness, com me WI c armlllg armony an e raor 1- Hospital Medical College. N. Y.l!l71. By C. E. BROWN-SEQUARD. An that mass of stone, masmuch as a mos cunous ana ogy eXlS s 
nary power The box rt t '  d' 1 I' ht Important and Valuable Paper, givinfl tbe mosit Recent Views 'on b t 't t d '  h 

. ht f 1 . pa , or resona or, IS excee mg y Ig , Canses and Treatment of :rj'ervotis Disea.ses, supported by numer- e ween I s measuremen s an In t e Welg s 0 our severa 
and the strings are made of metallic wires, while the bow, de- �l�nc:::s.- A �Lady PractitIoner In Disglllse.-Ob.tetric Mortality In coins. We are indebted to Dr. Watson F. Quimby for the 
parting from the usual fOrnI, is curved, making almost a semi- I VIII. CHESS RECORD.-Biographical Sketch of R. B. Wormald. of Lon- following letter. wherein he ingeniously points out this re-
circle Th f th' 1 V t' b b d . ed don. with Portrait and one ofbisProblems.-Game between Wormald k bl ]. k d ' 1 'd th t . e success 0 IS C ever ene Ian. w 0 a enJoy and De Vere.-Problem by J. N. Babson.-The DetroitFree Press mar a e m age, an suggests the very plauslb e I ea a 
the d t f th k'll ' d  ' Ge po cel ' Award.-The International Chess Conflres. Parls.-Problem by C. M. tb . ht f ' th" , f '  ' a van ages 0 e s I acq�lre , 

In a .
r:nan r ain Baxter, Scotand.-Solntlons to Problems.-'Valuable Chess Hint. 

I 
e Welg S 0 our coms owe elr ongm to no ortUltOUS Olr-

factory, may be the means of dlrectmg mUSIOlans to the ad- Remit by postal order. Address cumstance, but rather to customs established at It period 
vantages of the clear, ringing, but fragile china and glass, . MUNN & CO .• S7 Park Row. New York. 
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' dating back beyond history. Dr. Watson says: 
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" Our Inheritance in the Great Pyramid," it is shown that tance is accomplished, unless the meteoroid is a large one, it and a member of some excellent associations for the advance· 
the Great Pyramid of Egypt contains in its interior standards is heated, melted, evaporated, and extinguished, all within ment of mechanical science. At the commencement of a 
of inch measure, while the exterior gives the same standards the period of not over one second of time. The height at small pamphlet issued to his emp �oyees in 1869, proposing 
in the sacred cubit of 25 inches. One of the most impor- which they are heated to visibility is sometimes as great as the system of co-operation as a practical business movement, 
tant units of measure is the length of the so-called king's 200 miles, but the average is about 75 miles, and at extinc- the fonowing sentence occurred: "To assist a person in im
chamber, which is 412'5 English inches, and its breadth tion, about 50 miles. proving his condition by his own efforts is to make a man of 
206'2 inches. Now our silver coinage corresponds to these The above assumed rate of motion at which they enter our him. " Other pamphlets on such subjects as "The Necessity 
numbers, as the" dollar of the fathers " weighs 412'5 grs., atmosphere is the result of the sum of the orbital motions of a Bureau of Mechanics," "The Eight Hour Question," 
the half dollar 206 ·2grs. , and the quarter dollar 103'1 grs. , of both the earth and meteoroid, but, owing to the earth's "An Address to the Intelligent Workmen of the United 
which last is a very important pyramid nUl'uber. On in- attraction, this motion is really very much greater than States," were written by him, and widely circulated. 
quiring at the mint why the silver dollar was made of this 48 miles per second, especially.for those which move retro- During the spring of 1873 Mr. Cameron was elected pres· 
weight, I was informed that it was the weight of a coin that grade. ident of the Bull's Head Bank of the city of New York; and 
would readily pass current in the Eastern Asiatic trade. It We are now prepared to understand why they are burned although the youngest president of any bank, at least in 
is therefore a traditional coin. by whatever name it may up, and so quickly vaporized. The heat thus generated, New York city, he displayed wonderful tact and sound judg
have been known, for thousands of years. though all produced where the atmosphere is inconceivably ment in arranging the complicated affairs of the institution; 

" But not only does the silver coinage correspond to the rare, is estimated to be equal to three million degrees Fah- he had suits set aside, obtained subscriptions for new capi
inch standard of the pyramid, but our gold coinage corre- renheit. No known substance, unless of considerable size tal, re·opened the bank, and put it in a prosperous condition. 
sponds to the cubit measure. The height of the pyramid and density, like the meteoric stones which occasionally This transaction was commented upon by the London Times 
in sacred cubits is 232'5, and our gold eagle, the unit of gold reach the earth, can long withstand such a degree of heat, : as a notable one, from its having been the first of the kind, 
coinage, weighs 232'2 grs. , and the half eagle 116'1 grs. unChanged in form and structure. Before the above facts: and the setting of an example which has since been followed 

" The relation of these numbers is such that' the area of a were known the height of the earth's atmosphere was usual- in several instances. The last and recent public utterance 
square having 103.03 on the side, is equal to the area of a ly considered to be about 45 miles, but that it is, at least,five by Mr. Cameron closes with these SIgnificant words: "Until 
circle having 116'26 for its diameter. ' (Phillips. ) Now as times, and probably ten times that distance, is clearly proved. we return to the old-fashioned habits of honesty, industry, 
there are 36(} degrees in the circumference of a circle, its di- by the researches in meteoric astronomy. i and frugality, our sins will rest upon us. If our vilrtues will 
ameter in terms of second� is 412529, and its circumference When it is considered that, accordihg toProfessorNewton, : not, our necessities must bring us back to prosperity. Then 
is 1296000. Then the number 412'5 is the thousandth part four hundred million shooting stars are daily burned up in: we shall be envied among the nations of the earth. " At the 
of the diameter of a circle in terms of seconds, and 1296, our atmosphere (including those that are telescopic), it would age of thirty-three Mr. Cameron closed a busy and useful 
the number of square inches in an English square yard, is seem that the earth must constantly be increasing in weight life, in which integrity, generosity, and benevolence were 
the thousandth part of the circumference of a circle in and size from this cause, and such, no doubt, is the case in i always conspicuous. 
terms of seconds. This at once connects English with pyra- fact as well as in theory. Unfortunately the data for arriving ------.... I�.H�� .. ------

mid measure, and may indicate the origin of both. at any very exact value as regards their size and weight rests THE DISTANCES OF THE PLANETS FROM THE SUN. 

"From the standard square yard all the rest of our meas- on insufficient evidence. Professor Harkness, of the Naval Sir George Airy, the British Astronomer Royal, has re-
ures may be deduced. The old English gallon contains 2311 Observatory, who has made a thorough discussion of all ac- i cently p�blished a report on the telescopic obse�vations �f 
cubic inches, which is a number intermediate between the cessible evidence bearing on the subject, has arrived at the the tranSIt of Venus of 1874, made by the Enghsh expedI
height of the pyramid in cubits, 232 '5, and the height of the astonisliing conclusion that their average weight does not ex- ; tions. Pending the appearan?e of the deductions to be 
king's chamber in inches, 230'89. The diameter of a circle ceed one grain. If we assume that those which are wholly' made from the complete measurmg of the photographs, the 
is to the side of a square of equal area, as 9 to 8 very nearly. telescopic are not larger than sand grains, and probably results reached must be regarded as provisional only. The 

9: 8:: 116 '023: 103 ' 132. they are not, those that are visible to the naked eye as con- mean solar parallax determined is 8 '764" ,and this is one tenth 
" It thus appears that in the weights of the quarter dollar spicuous objects, and especially those that are seen over a ra- of a second less than has been given by the most reliable 

and the half eagle, we have had the squaring of the circle dius of 15i) miles and fill several cubic miles with smoke previous investigations upon different principles. From 
problem typified without Knowing it. " must contain several ounces, and perhaps pounds, of me- Professor Newcomb's calculations, now adopted in most 

.. , ., .. teoric matter, whatever that may be. Suppose we base our of our ephemerides and based on observations of Mars, the 
NOTES OF PATENT OFFICE DECISIONS. calculation on the estimate of ten grains for each meteoroid, lunar equation of the earth, the parallactic inequality of 

The Commissioner of Patents, in deciding the interference this would equal 4,000,000,000 grains, or 290 tons a day, or the moon, the transit of Venus of 1769, besides Foucault's 
case of Martin vs. Bogle et al., awards priority of invention 106,000 tons a year, sufficient, if distributed equally over the experiments on light, it appears that the mean distance of 
to Martin, who first perfected the operative device in inter- earth's surface, to form, in 4,000,000 years, a stratum equal- the earth from the sun is 92,393,000 miles. According to 
ference, although Bogle was the first to apply it in series, ing in thickness the paper upon which this journal is printed. Sir George Airy's determination this distance niust now be 
in the manner designed for use. The reason for this is that, The moon, as she revolves round both the earth and sun, considered as increased to 93,321,000 miles. 
while the arrangement in series may be more satisfactory must also meet with these all-pervading meteoroids, but, For purposes of compari�on and also to correct some er
and permit nicer adjustment of subordinate mechanism, yet having no atmosphere to arrest their motion, they cannot be rors which were present in our recent article on "how our 
it proves operativeness no more than the test of the single heated. They must strike on its surface and be instantly world looks from other worlds," which we translated from 
device itself. converted into the finest powder. This meteoric dust, from the French of M. Flammarion, the well known astronomf)r, 

The Commissioner also holds that the fact that in one in- excessive attenuation, must be of a light color, perhaps a we append the following 'statement of correct distances of 
stance a claim is for a single device, and in another for a pure white, which may go far to explain the cause of herre- the planets from the sun. Mercury, average mean distance, 
series of them, does not constitute difference of invention. flection of so much light, the which, when her size and dis- 35,392,000 miles; Venus, 66,134,000 miles; Earth, 93,321,000 
The state Of_the art, and the Office latitude in allowing tance are considered, seems out of all proportion. miles; Mars, 139,311,000 miles; Jupiter, 475,692,000 miles; 
claims, may level the distinction. He alf\o holds that the While the writer was observing the memorable star shower Saturn. 872,137.000 miles; Uranus, 1,753,869,000 miles; and 
preliminary statement must be rigidly adhered to, where of November,. 1867, he witnessed a phenomenon which will Neptune, 2,745,998,000. As regards the fixed stars, the dis
there is a substantial depart�lre therefrom in the interference linger long in his memory. A brilliant meteor from Leo ' tance of a Centauri, probably the nearest, is about twenty 
contestant's testimony. passed in a westerly direction, leaving a luminous train of billions- of miles, and light occupies about 3f years in trav-

The Acting Commissioner, in the interlocutory appeal in some forty degrees in length. Its head seemed to increase in eling from that star to the earth. 
the matter of the application of Siemens for a re-issue of size and brilliancy as it progressed, when, as suddenly as .. I • I .. 
letters patent, decides that the applicant may include, on tho�gh it had struck a target, it vanished from sight. Soon .The NeW" Stl;lalllship "City oC Washington." 

re-issue, matter which was neither described nor claimed, a cloud formed, assuming a variety of fantastic shapes, sev- If comparison is made between capacity and strength, this 
but which was actually contained in the original invention; eral being perfect delineations of letters of the alphabet. steamship, just placed on the N ew York, Havana, and Mexi
and that the failure to describe Ruch matter in the original Twice in its peregrinations was the letter N thus formed, can Mail Steamship Line, appears to be undoubtedly the 
patent is no bar to doing so in the ie-issue applicaiion with- these changes occupying some fifteen minutes. Finally, strongest mercantile iron vessel ever built in this country. She 
in the limits of the invention. gathering to itself its scattered particles, it 1::ecame a round i was constructed by Messrs. John Roach & Son, at Chester, 

.. I • , .. symmetrical disk, probably a sphere, which centrally occul- Pa. , and is of superior model and plan. The plates of the 
SHOOTING STARS. ted the nebulous cluster in called Cancer the Beehive. For hull are !t inch and upwards in thickness, There are three 

The .enomena of shooting stars and of· star showers almost two minutes it was, from this cause, lost to view. decks, the two upper ones being mostly of iron. The length 
have, undoubtedly, existed since the formation of the solar After the occultation it continued visible for ten minutes of this vessel is 323 feet; beam, 38 feet; deptn, 37 feet 6 in
system. On any clear evening, a watchful person may see, longer. During its visibility, which was twenty-five min- ches: draught when loaded, from 21 to 22 feet; tonnage, 
on an average, two shooting stars every five minutes, and on utes, it drifted about fifteen degrees to the north, confirming 2,618 tons. She can carry 10,000 boxes of sugar, besides light 
certain nights of certain years, and on certain hours of the by observation the truth of the theory that the heated air of freight, and her outward passage capacity in bulk is 2,500 
night, they appear in such vast numbers as to receive the the tropics flows to the north through the upper regions of barrels. The saloons and staterooms are attractive for their 
name and deserve tile title of star showers. Other meteors the atmosphere. comfortable appearance and elegant fittings. The engines 
do not fall in showers emanating from certain constellations, .. 4. I • are of the compound type, and have a high pressure cylinder 
but move in all directions, and from every part of the sky. ADAlIt SCOTT CAMERON. 40 inches in diameter; low pressure 'cylinder 74 inches in di-
Such meteors,though, as far as known, differing in no parti- It is with regret that we announce the death of Mr. Adam ameter, with a stroke of 6 feet. The pressure of steam car-
cular from those which come in showers, are called "spora- Scott Oameron, of New York, who undoubtedly was person- ried is 80 lbs. The condenser has 4,000 square feet of con
dic. " In their normal condition, that is, before visibility, ally known to a great many of our readers. He passed away deusing surface. Diameter of propeller is 16 feet, with a 
these vagrant bodies are called meteoroids, and only while on the 14th ult. , of an attack of acute pneumonia; his illness mean pitch of 26 feet. The engines are constructed with 
self-luminous from excessive heat by friction and arrested was sudden and painful, but of short duration. steam valves on the Corliss principle, arid are reversed 
motion in our atmosphere, are they called shooting stars or As a manufacturing engineer and constructor of steam quickly with little manual exertion. Steam is supplied by 
meteors. It is important that this distinction be borne in pumps he bad a wide and excellent reputation; and as a two vertical boilers having square bases. There are eight 
mind, for, if true, then can no meteoroids ever be seen from business man of sound principles, his loss will be felt in the furnaces in each boiler, and altogether about 3,000 tubes, 2 
the earth. In their natural condition they are circum-solar many circles where he was prominent. inches outside diameter and 7 feet long. There 370 square 
bodies, obeying the laws of motion and gravitation as rigid- Mr. Cameron was a native of Scotland, but came. to this feet of grate surface and 1,400 square feet of heating sur
ly as do the planets, and must be treated as such, though country when eight years of age. During his youth he face. The engines are'rated at over 2,000 horse power, and 
more numerous than the leaves of summer. The velocity evinced a strong desire for acquiring knowledge and an apti- with 63 revolutions per minute, an average speed of 14 knots 
with which they piunge into our atmosphere is very great, tude for self-culture. He attended public day and evening per hour is attained. 
probably about 48 miles per second. The length, in arc, of schools, and soon became sufficiently proficient to keep books F. Alexandre & Sons, the owners, state that the City of 
their visible path varies widely. Occasionally one flashes for a New York firm. Be was observing, thoughtful, and Washington;m make the voyage between New York and 
up, and, increasing in size and brilliancy, disappears, without industrious, entered into business with indomitable pluck, Havana in less than four days. 
seemingly having moved a particle. The motion of such a energy, and perseverance, and studied with assiduity the .. � • I • 
meteor was exactly towards the observer's eye, and conse- questions of capital, labor, and finance. The greater part COFFINS from Norway, says the Britigh Trade Journal, 
quently it ought not to have any apparent motion. An- of his life was spent in the construction of the well known represent the latest phase of foreign competition, a cargo of 
other observer 20 or 30 miles distant may have seen the same Sewell and Cameron steam pumps. Before he was twenty- several hundred having been landed, ex steamer Cambria, 
with a path several degrees in length. Their paths may be one years of age he was taken into partnership with his during the past month. In this lugubrious branch of home 
considered to vary from zero to 90°, or even more. The brother, and to the time of his last illnesR applied himself to industry America is also competing, and in a warehouse al
length of their real paths, that is, in miles, also varies great- ,business with great success. He was aJriend and counsellor most within a stone's throw of our office may be inspected 
1y. but the averaie is about 42 miles. Bv the time this dis- to the workmen in the employ of his ftrm (Cameron & Co.), a stock of 2,000 American coffins and caskets. 
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